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This article posits and tests whether four positive arguments are less persuasive than three due to a sense that the source is trying too

hard. Four studies demonstrate this more is less effect in domains as varied as cereals, restaurants, and politicians. The effect is

attenuated when claims are verified by a credible third party, when consumers are under cognitive load, and when a single negative

attribute is added to the list of positive claims. Given its generality, we believe the more is less effect has important implications for

nearly every aspect of marketing related to persuasion.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The number three is an important number in human learning

(Tenenbaum and Xu, 2000), perception of streaks (Carlson and Shu
2007), and advertising (Belch and Belch 2001). In this article we
posit and test a new role for the number three as the optimal number
of arguments for message design. Thus, three positive claims
should produce a more positive impression than one, two, or four
positive claims. The surprising aspect of this prediction is that four
positive claims should be less persuasive than three. We refer to this
as the more is less (persuasive) effect. We draw from work on social
intelligence, marketplace metacognition, and persuasion knowl-
edge to propose that the more is less effect occurs because consum-
ers, upon seeing a fourth positive claim, infer that something is
amiss and that the set of claims is too good to be true, thus producing
a lesser overall impression than would have occurred had the
message contained just three positive claims. This article presents
results from four studies that test for and explore this effect.

The first study used a 3 (target object: cereal, restaurant,
friend’s new partner) by 3 (number of arguments: 2, 3, 4) design,
with target object as a within-participant factor and number of
arguments a between-participant factor. Each participant read a
description of the current target object with two, three, or four
positive adjectives to operationalize the two, three, and four argu-
ment conditions. These adjectives were designed and pretested for
importance and positivity. Participants then indicated their agree-
ment with four statements about the object on a 7-point Likert scale
to give an overall attitude toward the object. Higher average
responses reflect a more positive attitude toward the object.

We analyzed overall attitudes toward the objects across all
three domains simultaneously using a repeated measures ANOVA,
with subject as a random factor and target object and number of
arguments as fixed effects. The model revealed a significant effect
of number of arguments (F(2, 295)=3.33, p<.05), as expected.
Three arguments made for a slightly more positive attitude than did
two, and four arguments produced a significantly less positive
(M=3.24) attitude than did three arguments (M=3.53; t(335)=2.78,
p<.01). In other words, these data reflect the more is less effect.

The second study explored if the more is less effect would be
reduced or even eliminated if product improvement claims on a box
of cereal were verified by a credible neutral party (e.g. Consumer
Reports). Participants were assigned to one of four conditions
created by crossing number of arguments (three versus four) with
verification of the arguments (verified by Consumer Reports versus
no mention of any attempt to verify the arguments). We find a
significant interaction (F(1, 218)=7.08, p<.01). Planned contrasts
revealed that attitude toward the cereal was more positive under
four claims than it was under three claims when claims were
verified (t(53)=1.96, p=.055), but it was less positive under four
claims than it was under three claims when claims were unverified
(t(165)=2.13, p=.035). In sum, the more is less effect replicated
when the claims were not verified.

The third study tested if participants under cognitive load
would exhibit the more is less effect. If inferences about the
marketer’s motives are at the heart of the more is less effect, then
cognitive load should reduce and possibly even reverse the effect.
We used the three argument and four argument cereal conditions

from Study 2, crossed with a cognitive load manipulation. Low
cognitive load participants were required to remember a two-digit
number, while those in the high load condition were required to
remember a seven-digit number.

We find a significant interaction (F(1, 124)=10.73, p<.001);
decomposition of this interaction revealed that the more is less
effect occurred under low load (t(57)=3.05, p< .01) but did not
occur under high cognitive load. Those under high load who
received four positive descriptors of the cereal had a slightly more
positive (though not statistically significant) attitude toward the
cereal (M=4.58) than those who received three positive descriptors
(M=4.31; t(67)=1.32, p=.19).

The final study was designed to determine if marketers could
do anything to avoid the more is less effect. To this end, we
examined whether admitting a weakness at the outset would insu-
late against the effect. The design was a 2 (number of positive
arguments: three versus four) x 2 (negative argument added: yes
versus no) between-participants design. Participants read a short
description of a political candidate and answered three questions
that were used to form a measure of overall attitude toward the
politician.

An ANOVA with main effects for number of arguments and
negative argument added and an interaction term revealed a signifi-
cant interaction (F(1, 129)=4.85, p<.05). Decomposition of this
interaction revealed that the more is less effect occurred in the
condition where the unrelated negative feature was not mentioned.
The politician was viewed marginally more positively after three
positive claims (M=3.70) than after four positive claims (M=3.23;
t(64)=1.73, p=.08) by participants in this condition. The effect was
reversed directionally (i.e., four claims were more effective than
three) when a negative feature was acknowledged at the outset
(t(65)=1.35, p=.18).

Four studies found the more is less effect across a wide range
of domains. It is eliminated when the claims are verified by a neutral
party, when consumers are under cognitive load, and when the
target revealed a single negative claim. Taken together these data
suggest that the effect stems from an inference, due to use of
persuasion knowledge, that the target is trying too hard to make the
positive claims. Given its generality, we believe the more is less
effect has important implications for nearly every aspect of market-
ing that is related to persuasion.
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